The 
Introduction
The advent of the Internet has added its own problems for software maintenance.
These problems cannot be prevented or solved directly because they arise out of inconsistencies between dynamically loaded packages that are not under the control of a single system administrator and so cannot be addressed by current configuration management techniques [23] .
Software has moved away from the stand alone applications of pre-Internet days. Client/server applications are the norm and the stand alone applications that exist today are expected to undergo regular upgrades. Software development itself is done in distributed environments.
With the universal availability of the Internet we can now alter end-user software, ensuring that each client is using the latest version. Developers can work across the globe on the same project, or on different projects sharing the same resources. Unfortunately, the upgrading process may not go smoothly. Upgrades can be incompatible, or may introduce subtle errors that don't appear until later in the program's life. There is scope for a more rigorous upgrading process.
Even if the upgrade itself is fine, the upgrade process itself frequently causes problems. Usually when a component is replaced the program (typically a server) needs to be stopped and restarted. The maintainer downloads the new version, tests it, halts the server and installs it. To fully automate the process, especially if continuous execution is required, dynamic upgrading is necessary.
Problems arises when users are developers and the new component is a library. The Java Language Specification [11] defines changes as binary compatible if they can be made to programs without introducing link time errors. Making sure the component is binary compatible is only one part of the problem. Developers could be located any where in the world, almost certainly out of the control of the component author. We need a framework that will allow developers to automagically upgrade to the latest version. If the new component is binary compatible, it replaces the old one and the developer needn't do any work. We provide a framework to allow the safe dynamic upgrading of software across the Internet.
The problems of distributed software maintenance are encountered frequently. For example, a toolkit supplier may release software when it is barely out of alpha testing due to time constraints. So users of the libraries will get frequent upgrades, often resulting in systems breaking. Inevitably an upgrade to an incompatible version will be needed, but considerable time will be lost simply finding out if a new version will cause problems. With our framework upgrades to incompatible versions could be scheduled so that when the site goes live it could automatically switch over to newer versions of the toolkit to enhance performance.
If the demands of distributed software maintenance were not enough, designers of new software regularly test the limits of their technology. In an email correspondence with a software engineer from a major communications provider [21] a new project he is working on, is described in the following terms:
The customers will deploy our application by scattering our classes on multiple HTTP servers. Hence, the end-user's application will gather the classes from multiple HTTP servers. Each having a potentially different release of the classes, and each having a potentially different subset of the classes (even per package). The client will assemble the application by itself from this multiserver download. For each class name, it will know which of the replicates is the most recent version. With this information it will build onthe-fly the most recent version of the application it possibly can.
The rest of this paper describes our aid to making this kind of software possible. In the next section we look at more detailed requirements for our framework, the Distributed Java Version Control System DJVCS. This is followed by a detailed examination of binary compatibility and the tool support required to deal with checking for binary compatibility. Next each of the other components that was built to meet the requirements is described in turn and the performance of the system as a whole. We then look at related work and conclude with an evaluation and future directions this work could take.
Requirements Specification
We have chosen to implement our ideas for Java programs for several reasons. Java was designed after the Internet with dynamic loading built in explicitly.
Older languages such as C++ suffer from the fragile base class problem [9] . When C++ compiles its object file it stores fields and virtual members as offsets. This causes problems when superclasses are altered since everything needs to be recompiled. Since sources aren't always available in a distributed environment this is a very serious problem with C++. Java gets around this by having typing information available at linking time. It also provides programmers with lists of changes that can be made that do not require recompilation of other code.
On the other hand C# [16, 26] also has dynamic linking explicitly built into the system (in this case .NET [18] ) but hasn't yet hit the level of stability and maturity that the older Java language has. So building tools using it is likely to be harder. Extensions such as the Java Management Extensions [24] , provide a standard framework for managing Java components don't yet exist for C#.
In order that our framework be genuinely useful there is nothing proprietary about it. It is written in pure Java (version 1.3) and does not require any modifications to the JVM. The binary class files it works on ,are produced by a standard Java compiler (javac or jikes) and are not altered by the framework.
These constraints mean that the system can be used wherever Java can be used and the resulting library is not special in any way. The system does not force any user to have a customized environment where existing Java tools and libraries might not function correctly.
The framework is designed to make software development with maintenance in mind, in distributed environments easier. To exist in a distributed environment it needed to adopt the client/server approach. The library developer runs the server and his clients are the applications written by application developers. The server manages the testing of binary compatibility and distribution of components. It also acts as a repository to the collection of binary compatibility rules. Finally, it needs to mediate the communication between the server and client applications.
To do this clients need to have a component that they can build on that handles the library. On the library author's end there has to be some sort of server. The server handles the requests from clients for upgrades. It takes in the request and returns the appropriate version. There may be cases where the clients want a newer version that is not binary compatible since it contains a new feature. The server needs to be able to cope with this as well.
To make use of these custom functions we needed our own 'client' applications to talk to the server, a rule manager and a textitlibrary manager. DJVCS needs to be able to add and remove rules from the server. It can be also be used to find out what rules are currently on the server.
The managing of the libraries is more complex. Besides being able to add and remove libraries, this tool also needed to cope with the different versions of the libraries, running the binary compatibility checks and retrieving the results from the tests.
While the technology to implement this is at the limits of Java's capabilities, the actual architecture is straightforward, as shown in figure 1.
Binary Compatibility
Java was the first language to define explicitly binary compatibility in its specification [11] . If two components are binary compatible and the first one links with other code then the second one will also link. This makes it possible to swap in the new compiled class file and the program will continue to run.
There is a list of thirty binary compatible changes (rules) in the Java Language Specification (JLS) [11] . and a safe subset of these rules has been formalized in [19] . These include adding a new class or interface as long as the name of the new type does not introduce a namespace clash, altering a method body, changing the direct super-class of a class, as long as all direct or indirect super-classes continue to be direct or indirect super-classes and adding new methods and fields to classes.
Just because a change is listed as binary compatible, does not mean that the change will be trouble free. There are several changes listed as binary compatible that lead to unsatisfactory situations. They are listed in the appendix. We have chosen to flag these as dangerous. For example, from the formalisation [19] it can be seen that '13.5.3 The Interface Members' from the JLS [11] is not safe since all classes that implement the interface are expected to have the new method. This is contrary to the JLS [11] which states:
Adding a method to an interface does not break compatibility with pre-existing binaries.
The exact wording of the rule gives a let out clause but it is still a dangerous change since new code based upon existing components can appear to 'randomly' break when they worked before.
Other problems arise out of overloading. According to Rule 13.4.21 in the Java Language Specification [11] , overloading of methods and constructors is always allowed. But overloading a method may introduce a dangerous change when the introduction of a new method causes a different method to be called on recompilation (see Appendix B. It is also possible to overload parameters so that there is ambiguity and the changed code will fail to compile.
Even though making a binary compatible change does not guarantee that the change is trouble free, knowing that a change is binary compatible (and in our terms also not dangerous) provides some assurance of success.
Tool Support
The core of DJVCS is the binary compatibility (BC) checker. This component consists of a Rule Engine and the Rules. The Rule Engine needs to support the dynamic loading of rules, comparison of two versions of a component (in jar files) against the rules it has loaded, and production of a report of the analysis.
It was implemented using Java's reflection mechanism. A generic Rule class does the majority of the work, with each rule implementing its logic in a subclass.
Figure 2. Rule Server Index
Binary compatible changes that allow existing programs to still link, but where the existing programs may not recompile [7] , are marked as dangerous changes, but not binary incompatible.
To test for binary compatibility between versions of a library, they need to have been loaded on the server. The operator then accesses the library server through a JSP interface and chooses the versions to be tested. The rule engine takes two versions of the library and applies the rules to them. Each rule class will take the two versions. It will then produce a return value based upon the comparison and possibly an error message.
To manage the rules on the system there is Rule Server Index (figure 2) where the rules already loaded can be viewed added to or removed.
A library developer tests a new library from a testing screen where the two versions to be tested against each other are entered. Once the test has been conducted the results will be shown ( figure 3 ). In the screenshot you can see the library failing several binary compatibility tests.
The Server
The Distributed Java Version Control System takes care of library management duties as well as the binary compatibility checking, as described in the previous section. The server needs to maintain a record of what it has done so it knows which libraries it should distribute to each client. Initially communication between the server and client will be kept to a minimum, merely the transferring of the appropriate library. Client/server communication is implemented using RMI.
All libraries that are uploaded to the server are stored as are the previous versions (compatible or not) of each library. It contains a record of all binary compatibility tests that have been conducted and their results in addition to all the binary compatibility rules uploaded to it (until they are deleted). The server informs the client of the latest available binary compatible version of their library and sends the client the files they request.
The server side component consists of two separate servers, one for the libraries and one for the rules. It also includes a graphical interface to manage the libraries, the rules and testing.
The library server manages the libraries and the interaction with the rule server. The actual component consists of three smaller components, the actual server, a data structure to contain the libraries and finally a class to handle a single library and all of its versions. The LibraryServer acts as a wrapper to the data structure and also handles communications with the client. The system can handle several different libraries, the different versions of each library and all the dependencies between them.
For persistent information we used XML since it is now considered a standard for storage of information. Several XML parsers exist and we used the Apache Project's Xerces parser [27] .
The Library class handles the information for a single library and its various versions. Calls are eventually passed down to this class to determine which versions are safe.
The Rule Server
The rule server is responsible for rule registration and persistence. It acts as the intermediary between the library server and the rule checking engine. The data file for the rules are just a list of the class files associated with the rules, since all other information is contained within them. This component acts as the cornerstone for the entire system. It keeps track of all the libraries and rules and also performs the testing. It is important that it can handle multiple libraries and multiple rules and not to lose this information. It also needs to be able to talk to any client of the system and provide them with the correct information and library files.
Once the server is started it can be accessed through a web interface. There is a library manager which presents the main index (figure 4) as its first screen. From here libraries can be added, tested or examined.
Figure 4. Library Server Main Index
After an existing library is chosen the details of the versions available and the file that holds that version (figure 5) are given. Here versions can be added and removed (including the entire library) and the different versions tested against each other.
Client applications will have to incorporate a component if they wish to make use of the framework. The purpose of the component is to communicate to the server and upgrade any libraries that are supported (through JMX). This component is the only point of contact between the client and server.
Clients can inform the server what library and which version they are using. Clients are upgraded to the latest binary compatible version or can decide to upgrade to a later non-binary compatible version, because they wish to use the newly provided functionality and are aware that they have to recode in order to do so.
The Client
On the client side use is made of JMX [24] , a standard Java framework for managing Java components. The library is the JMX component, it manages its jar file and has its own classloader. The client application must go through the JMX Agent (standard JMX procedure [8] ) to instantiate classes from the library.
There is an updater component which when called performs the following steps:
1. Contact DJVCS server via RMI.
2. Retrieve latest binary compatible version information. 
Update local meta-data and mbeans (JMX modules).
There is a class loader component that exists to simplify object creation for the client application. Since we cannot override the system classloader all our objects have to be loaded via a custom classloader which can load objects from JMX library beans.
There is a reloading class loader component that exists within the Library mbean. Each time the jar file is updated it reloads itself with the latest class definitions so they are made immediately available to the running program. The program then can switch over to them. To accomplish this the mbean replaces its classloader when a new jar file has been made available.
The classloader has been specified to operate with minimal disruption, while still keeping the system dynamic. This is the component that allows the dynamic part of the upgrading process. It only loads classes that are in the same package as the library.
The functionality for updating libraries is provided by the framework but it is up to the client application to make the appropriate call. It is unlikely that the client needs updates on a regular basis, if they do, they can simply configure the framework to do so.
When the client makes the call to the Updater object it contacts the server and downloads the latest safe version then proceeds to update the client.
Performance
Earlier versions of this tool [6, 7] were concerned with the time taken to download files and the loading of classes (since it was done over a network). DJVCS makes use of a standard Internet protocol (HTTP) for file transfer hence performance issues of this aspect are beyond its control but it means that download speeds are as fast as any other you will experience on your connection.
Class loading performance has also be rectified because the library file now exists with the client so network performance does not affect it. There is the issue of the two levels of indirection (using a custom classloader, using JMX) that are necessary for retrieving a class object from the class loader but tests on the system have shown that changes in performance are negligible.
Times were recorded for binary compatibility checking on a two libraries consisting of 34 files (designed to either pass or break all the rules). Times ranged from 0.01 seconds up to 2.5 seconds for each rule, typically around 0.5 seconds. This level of performance is inline with previous engine implementations considering the library is larger and some rules cover multiple classes.
Related Work
The work described here arose directly out of theoretical work on binary compatibility done in collaboration with Drossopoulou and Wragg [4, 19] . As binary compatibility was conceived to assist with the development of distributed libraries [7, 6] , we examined its effect on evolving libraries. We went on to model dynamic linking in [20] and we looked at the nature of dynamic linking in Java [5] . We have looked at the problems that arise with binary compatible code in [7] and built a less powerful tool, described in [6] . Other formal work on distributed versioning has been done by Sewell in [22] , but this work does not consider the issue of binary compatibility.
Other groups have studied the problem of protecting clients from unfortunate library modifications. [17] identified four problems with 'parent class exchange'. One of these concerned the introduction of a new (abstract) method into an interface. The other issues all concern library methods which are overridden by client methods in circumstances where, under evolution, the application behaviour is adversely affected. To solve these problems, reuse contracts are proposed in order to document the library developer's design commitments. As the library evolves, the terms of the library's contract change and the same is true of the corresponding client's contract. Comparison of these contracts can serve to identify potential problems. We hope to extend our system so that it can deal semantic compatibility.
Mezini [15] investigated the same problem (here termed horizontal evolution) and considered that conventional composition mechanisms were not sophisticated enough to propagate design properties to the client. She proposed a smart composition model wherein, amongst other things, information about the library calling structure is made available at the client's site. Successive versions of this information can be compared using reflection to determine how the client can be protected. These ideas have been implemented as an extension to Smalltalk. [13, 10, 25] have done work on altering previously compiled code. Such systems enable library code to be mutated to behave in a manner to suit the client. Although work on altering binaries preceded Java [25] it came into its own with Java since Java bytecode is high level, containing type information. In both the Binary Component Adaptation System [13] and the Java Object Instrumentation Environment [10] class files are altered and the new ones are loaded and run. One of the main purposes of this kind of work is extension of classes for instrumentation purposes but these systems could be used for other changes. We have not taken the approach of altering library developers' code because it makes the application developer responsible for the used library code. Responsibility without source or documentation is not a desirable situation. There is also the problem of integrating new library releases, which the client may not benefit from.
Often configuration management is about configuration per se -technical issues about storage and distribution; or management per se -policy issues about what should be managed and how. Network-Unified Configuration Management (NUCM) [3] embraces both in an architecture, incorporating a generic model of a distributed repository. The interface to this repository is sufficiently flexible to allow different policies to be manifested.
World Wide Configuration Management (WWCM) [12] provide an API for a web based client-server system. It is built around the Configuration Management Engine (CME) to implement what is effectively a distributed project. CME allows elements of a project to be arranged in a hierarchy and working sets to be checked in and out, and the project as a whole can be versioned so several different versions may exist concurrently.
In this paper we have discussed changes that propagate without requiring explicit management. Where there are major modifications, which will need substantial rebuilding, Configuration Management systems such as those described will be necessary.
[28] have a framework with a two phase commit protocol for upgrading live software. There are also commercial tools where hot upgrading is supported. Macromedia's JRun 4 [14] has hot deployment as does Borland's Enterprise Server Appserver [1] . These tools leave it to the library developer though to do the update only when no harm will be done. They also don't have the capability of keeping generations of clients with the most up-to-date versions of components that won't break their code.
Conclusions
We have attempted to address the problems faced by a library developer who wishes to support remote clients, by taking advantage of Java's dynamic loading mechanism. Dynamic linking is supposed to allow clients to get the latest version of code -whether or not it will have disastrous effects. We have considered binary compatibility as a key criterion for safe evolution even though we are aware of its limitations and we have implemented all of the rules laid down in the Java Language Specification [11] .
Several binary compatible changes are dangerous. Binary compatibility is clearly aimed at making sure preexisting programs still run; if they still compile that's nice too but certainly not a major concern.
Examining source files as well as binaries may provide useful information. Reflection has been used to implement all the binary compatibility rules, but it has become clear it's nearing its limits while implementing some of the more complex rules and checking for dangerous changes.
There are situations where multiple dependencies can break the current system. Future versions need to address this problem by implementing version by version dependency information into the system.
One of the main reasons that this wasn't implemented in the current version was the choice of storage mechanism. DJVCS uses disk based XML files to store information and a custom data type to manages the libraries. This means that all logic in selecting information needs to be reflected in the XML format, parser, ADT and in Java code, i.e. it is non-trivial and slow. A more suitable format would be to use a database backend as it will give the developer a query language and off load processing onto a system that is optimized for it.
The rule engine is not used to its full potential. The next step is to add different types of rules. There are many different types of compatibility, e.g. ensuring a class only has a given memory footprint.
Up to now the only condition for declaring a library safe has been binary compatibility. It allows existing binaries to continue to link and run but does not consider the behaviour of the new library. Rule 13.4.20 'Method and Constructor Bodies' allows any change to the body of a method or constructor. For critical systems you want to be sure that the only changes have been performance related and behaviour is exactly the same, i.e. logic compatible. There has been some work into this area [2] but not for Java. The nature of Java introduces levels of complexity not previously considered by logic checking frameworks.
The Java programming language and system has the hooks in it to enable programs to be dynamically upgraded. We have built a system that shows that the technology is there for safe dynamic upgrading. Our definition of safe is limited to ensuring that the upgrade will not cause errors at link time. It warns client developers of possible future problems with binary compatible changes. It also makes available non-binary compatible versions so that client developers can decide to build in upgrades to these in a controlled fashion.
Maintainers of software have many different properties, in addition to not throwing link errors, that they might wish to ensure. We hope to tackle some of these in the future.
